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Abstract: The Aleutian Low (AL) operates multiple time scales. The intraseasonal variation of AL is
responsible for the subseasonal variability over the pan-North Pacific region. Atmospheric water
vapor transport and atmospheric rivers (ARs) changes associated with the intraseasonal variation
of AL are investigated over the North Pacific region for the winters of 1979–2014 in this study.
The AL’s intraseasonal variation with a peak period of 40 days is identified. A total of 43 events that
demonstrate the AL’s feature of strengthening and then weakening is picked and used for composition
analysis. During the AL’s strengthening stage, eastward water vapor transport is dominant to the
west of 150◦ W over the mid-basin. Meanwhile, poleward transport is dominant between 150–125◦ W.
During the AL’s weakening stage, the eastward transport is weakened, and the poleward transport
is concentrated over the center basin. Accompanied by the AL’s intraseasonal intensity oscillation,
the frequency of ARs firstly increases, and then decreases over the ARs’ climatological mean body
region over the North Pacific. The moisture source over the western North Pacific is hoarded
during non-AR days, while the moisture sinks over the northeastern North Pacific during the AL’s
strengthening stage, and the moisture sources over the center basin during the AL’s weakening stage
converge during AR days. Hydroclimate effects on anomalies in precipitation over the west coast of
North America are also analyzed.
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1. Introduction

The Aleutian low (AL) is a large-scale cyclonic circulation in the lower troposphere, with its main
body located over the midlatitude North Pacific during winter. The natural variability of AL operates
multiple time scales. The changes of AL can directly influence the atmospheric condition over the
pan-North Pacific region [1–3]. For example, the intraseasonal variation of AL can cause pressure,
wind, and moisture fluctuations over the North Pacific region within a subseasonal time scale [4,5].
Thus, the intraseasonal variation of AL is responsible for subseasonal variability over the pan-North
Pacific region.

The AL influences the weather and hydroclimate through dynamical and hydrologic cycle
processes [1,5]. Regarding the hydrologic cycle aspect, atmospheric water vapor transport has drawn
attention in the literature [5–8] because it embraces both atmospheric circulation process and moisture
conditions in the mid and lower levels. The atmospheric circulation drives the water vapor to transport
across a long distance, and creates a convergence or divergence of moisture [6]. The convergence
of water vapor transport suggests an enhancement of local atmospheric moisture, and is helpful
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to precipitation. However, our understanding of the atmospheric water vapor transport that is
accompanied by the intraseasonal variation of AL is incomplete. We investigate this issue in the
present study.

Over the North Pacific, the water vapor transport feature shows diversity. The time-mean
circulation moves moisture zonally within ocean basins. The direction of water vapor transport on a
subseasonal time scale is both from ocean to land and toward the poles [7]. The storm track-related
water vapor transport dominates poleward transport [7,8]. Especially, Newell et al. (1992) [9]
ascertained from the twice-daily data that the water vapor transport was centralized into filaments in
the midlatitudes, which Zhu and Newell (1994; 1998) later named atmospheric rivers (ARs) [10,11].
The moisture transport flux in a typical AR is about 1.6× 108 kg·m−1·s−1, which is similar to the flux
in the Amazon [9]. Due to its large magnitude of moisture fluxes, ARs have a crucial role in forming
precipitation over East Asia, the North Pacific, and North America [12–16]. In particular, extreme
precipitation along the United States (U.S.) West Coast is largely fueled by ARs [17–19].

Usually, ARs develop over synoptic time scales. They are characterized by a narrow and strong
moisture belt that is associated with storms over the midlatitude oceanic region. The location and
frequency of AR events vary with background large-scale atmospheric circulation [20,21]. Previous
studies have shown that the decadal variations of ARs over the North Pacific region are connected with
two decadal modes of sea surface temperature: the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the North
Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) [8]. The year-to-year changes in AR frequency, intensity, and landing
location are closely related with ENSO diversity [22] and atmospheric internal variability [19]. However,
the causes of intraseasonal variations of ARs are not clear. We speculate that the intraseasonal variation
of AL can modulate the behavior of ARs, leading to the intraseasonal variations of ARs. The present
study also addresses this problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methods. Section 3
is the results section; it presents the intraseasonal variation of AL, ARs, and moisture transport changes
associated with the intraseasonal variation of AL, as well as precipitation anomalies. Section 4 contains
the discussion and conclusions.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

Atmospheric elements, including specific humidity, horizontal wind fields, and mean sea level
pressure (MSLP) are from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim; [23]) daily analysis from 1 January 1979 to 1 December 2015 with
resolution of 0.75◦ × 0.75◦. The Climate Prediction Center (CPC) developed gridded observations of
daily precipitation covering global land areas, and the time period 1979 to the present is used in this
study with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ (hereafter the CPC precipitation). This gridded precipitation product came from
rain gauge observations over global land areas [24]. This study was conducted for the winter season of
December 1979 through February 2015. The winter of 1979 includes December 1979, January 1980, and
February 1980, and so on. There are total 90 days in every winter.

2.2. Calculation of Integrated Water Vapor Transport and AR Frequency

The integrated water vapor transport (IVT) is computed according to the formula:

IVT =
1
g

Ps∫
Pt

q·
⇀
Vdp (1)

In this equation, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and Ps is the surface air pressure (1000 hPa).

q is the specific humidity,
→
V is the horizontal wind, and Pt is the upper limit of the integral (300 hPa).
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A convergent field of moisture transport (∇·IVT < 0) means an area of moisture sink, while a divergent
one (∇·IVT > 0) builds up the moisture source.

Zhu and Newell (1998) [11] proposed an algorithm for judging AR days and non-AR days:

Qr ≥ Qzonalmean + 0.3× (Qmax −Qzonalmean) (2)

where Qr is the magnitude of IVT at a grid point. Qzonalmean is the zonal mean value of Qr along a
given latitude. Qmax indicates the magnitude of the maximum flux along a given latitude. A grid
point is classified as an AR grid when the magnitude of IVT at this grid (Qr) obeys the above criteria.
Meanwhile, the corresponding date for this AR grid is recorded as an AR day. Otherwise, it is a
non-AR day. The AR frequency at a grid point for every winter is calculated according to the ratio of
the number of AR days at this grid point to the number of days in a whole winter (90-day).

The method for judging ARs shows the diversity in the literature [20,21,25]. Shields et al.
(2018) [25] summarized different algorithms for the detection of ARs (including landfalling ARs)
in their Table 1. We use Formula (2) in the present study because it can represent the filamentary
structure of AR with strong moisture transport over the midlatitude North Pacific, which meets our
study demands. Meanwhile, it is also easy to calculate.

2.3. Definition of AL Index on Intraseasonal Time-Scale (ALI)

The daily data for the whole years 1979–2015 were filtered using a 20 to 80-day band-pass filter to
obtain the intraseasonal signal. The filter that was used is the Butterworth filter [26]. The wintertime
AL index on intraseasonal time-scale (ALI) is defined by the domain average of the filtered MSLP
anomaly over the region of (160◦ E–140◦ W, 30◦ N–65◦ N, red box in Figure 1) for the winters of
1979–2014 [27]. Therefore, the ALI has a total sample of 36 (year)× 90 (day) = 3240 days. AL oscillation
events are picked according to the ALI time series. As an example, Figure 2a shows the ALI on a 20 to
80-day time-scale for the winter of 2007 and one picked event. We picked a total of 43 events according
to ALI. There are one or two AL oscillation events in a winter because the ALI has a peak periodicity
of about 40 days in most winters, and 20 to 40 days in several other winters.
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Figure 1 shows the climatological field of MSLP and 20 to 80-day standard deviations of MSLP 
during the winters of 1979–2014. The large value of MSLP's intraseasonal variance is located over the 
mid-North Pacific basin. Its center is slightly on the eastern part of the climatological AL. Thus, it is 
reasonable to use the red box domain to define the ALI. We obtained the daily ALI for winters of 
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Figure 1. Climatological field of the mean sea level pressure (MSLP, shaded; hPa) and 20 to 80-day
standard deviations of MSLP (contour; hPa) during winters of 1979–2014. The red box (160◦ E–140◦ W,
30–65◦ N) denotes the area for the definition of the Aleutian Low index on a 20 to 80-day time scale.

3. Results

3.1. Intraseasonal Variation of AL

Figure 1 shows the climatological field of MSLP and 20 to 80-day standard deviations of MSLP
during the winters of 1979–2014. The large value of MSLP’s intraseasonal variance is located over
the mid-North Pacific basin. Its center is slightly on the eastern part of the climatological AL. Thus,
it is reasonable to use the red box domain to define the ALI. We obtained the daily ALI for winters of
1979–2014 according to Section 2.3. Figure 2a displays the time series of the daily ALI, as well as an
identified AL intraseasonal oscillation event for the winter of 2007. The averaged power spectrum of
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ALI in winters 1979–2014 is shown in Figure 2c. The peak periodicity is about 40 days, according to
Figure 2c. Meanwhile, a periodicity shorter than 40 days is also seen in Figure 2c. As examples, the
power spectra of ALI in four individual winters (1986, 1996, 2007, and 2012) are plotted in Figure 2d–g.
Figure 2d,f show a similar peak periodicity as Figure 2c, while Figure 2e,g show a periodicity that is
robustly shorter than 40 days.
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Figure 2. (a) Time series of daily MSLP for the region over 160◦ E–140◦ W, 30–65◦ N (box in Figure 1)
(purple dotted line, in hPa) and the Aleutian Low index (ALI) on a 20 to 80-day time-scale (ALI, red line)
for the winter of 2007. The black dots and blue line indicate the beginning and end of an identified
event. (b) A diagram showing eight phase points for composition. (c) Averaged power spectra of
ALI in winters between 1979–2014 and (d–g) in four individual winters (1986, 1996, 2007, and 2012).
The dotted lines in (c–g) are the spectrum of 95% confidence level.

Each AL oscillation event is divided into eight phases. Figure 2b shows the eight phases. Phase
three represents the strongest stage of AL with the minimum value of ALI. Phase seven is corresponding
to the weakest stage of AL with the maximum value of ALI. Phase five denotes the transition from
the strong AL to the weak AL period. Phases two, four, six, and eight are defined at the time
when the oscillation reaches half of its minimum or maximum amplitude. According to above eight
phases, the structure and evolution of AL on an intraseasonal time-scale can be examined by a phase
composition. For the composition of phase n, we use the average of three days: one day leading
into phase n, the day of phase n, and one day after phase n. The life cycle of an oscillation that is
shown above is commonly used for examining the atmospheric intraseasonal oscillation, similar to
the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) [28,29] and the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation over the
Asian summer monsoon region [30].

Figure 3 plots the life cycle composite of MSLP anomaly based on the ALI in eight phases
for 43 AL intraseasonal oscillation events. The signals are concentrated over the pan-North Pacific
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region, especially over the North Pacific basin region. From phases one to three, the continuous
enhancement in the AL’s intensity is seen (Figure 3a–c). The AL’s circulation gets its strongest in phase
three. From phases four to five, the cyclonic circulation anomaly over the North Pacific basin fades
away, and an anticyclonic circulation occupies over the basin region. In phase seven, the AL is in its
weakest stage.
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3.2. IVT and AR Changes Associated with the Intraseasonal Variation of AL

In this section, we reveal the changes in atmospheric water vapor transport and its divergence,
and the ARs associated with the intraseasonal variation of AL over the North Pacific in winter.
To demonstrate the fluctuation clearly, we show the actual value of IVT, ∇·IVT, and ARs, rather than
the anomalies.

Figure 4 depicts the life cycle composite of IVT and ∇·IVT based on ALI in eight phases. A total
of 43 AL intraseasonal oscillation events were used for composition. Overall, the observed IVT over
the North Pacific region showed cyclonic transports for all the phases. However, the magnitude and
direction of the IVT showed considerable differences between the AL’s strengthening stage (phases
two, three, and four) and its weakened stage (phases six, seven, and eight). The IVT is featured by
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eastward transport to the west of 150◦ W, and poleward transport between 150◦ W–125◦ W during
phases one to four. During phases five to eight, especially in phase seven, the eastward transport
is slightly weaker, and mainly located to the west of the dateline, compared with the earlier stage.
Meanwhile, a weak poleward transport is mostly concentrated over the western and central areas of
the oceanic basin. The large moisture source is located over the western North Pacific, and the large
moisture sink is over the northeastern North Pacific, which is the west coast of North America in phase
three. In contrast, both the moisture source and moisture sink are weaker in phase seven. The moisture
sink region shifts to the center basin in phase seven.
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Figure 4. Life cycle composite of integrated water vapor transport (IVT, vector; kg m−1 s−1) and its
divergence (∇· IVT, shaded areas; kg m−2 d−1) based on ALI in eight phases. (a) to (h) corresponding
to phases 1 to 8.

The structure and evolution of actual IVT during eight phases are highly associated with the life
cycle of the AL. During the AL’s strengthening stage, especially in phase three, the enhanced cyclonic
circulation suggests strengthened westerly winds over the mid-basin and strengthened northward and
northeastward winds over the northeastern North Pacific (Figure 3c). Therefore, the AL’s circulation
during phase three transports more moisture eastward over the mid-basin and poleward over the
northeastern North Pacific (Figure 4c). During the AL’s weakened stage, especially phase seven,
the moisture transport to the east of the dateline becomes weak because of the weakened AL.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of AR frequency over the North Pacific during the AL’s eight
phases. The numerical value in Figure 5 is actual value of the AR frequency (not the anomaly). Thus,
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there is no negative value in Figure 5. The blue contour in Figure 5 means a climatological winter AR
frequency of 30%, indicating the AR’s climatological main body region. From phases one to three,
the AR frequency increases dramatically in its main body region. In phase three, the AR frequency in
its main body region is larger than 40% (namely, larger than the climatological value). The region with
40% AR frequency stretches northeastward toward the western coastal region of North America, and
even occupies the region of the Gulf of Alaska. The above enhancement of AR frequency is consistent
with the strengthened AL and enhanced IVT over the same region. After phase four, the AR frequency
decreases dramatically in its main body region. It enters its weakest stage during phase seven. The AR
frequency in its main body region is robustly smaller than 30% in phase seven (namely, smaller than
the climatological value). There is a slightly increased AR frequency north of 40◦ N over the basin
region in phase seven (Figure 5g), which is due to the occurrence of poleward transport in this stage
(Figure 4g). An AR judgment of Formula (2) has no threshold requirements for IVT or integrated water
vapor (IWV). Therefore, more ARs might be detected in this study, especially over mid–high latitudes.
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Composite fields of IVT and ∇· IVT in phases three and seven for group AR days and non-AR
days are illustrated in Figure 6. More intensive moisture transportation is seen for the AR day group
than that for the non-AR day group, for both phases three and seven. For example, the IVT magnitude
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along 30◦ N over the mid-basin for the AR day group (Figure 6a) is about twice that for the non-AR
day group (Figure 6c). Similarly, the IVT magnitude averaged over the northwestern North Pacific
region for the AR day group (Figure 6a) is approximately two to three times larger than that of the
non-AR day group (Figure 6c). For phase 7, the poleward transport is performed during the AR days
(Figure 6b), but not on the non-AR days (Figure 6d). Regarding the moisture source and sink aspect,
the moisture source over the western North Pacific is hoarded during non-AR days, while the moisture
sinks over the northeastern North Pacific in phase three and those over the center basin in phase seven
are converged during AR days.
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phases three (a,c) and seven (b,d) for group AR days (a,b) and non-AR days (c,d). Only the fields with
AR frequency exceeding 10% are shown in (a) and (b).

Previous studies have demonstrated the huge contribution of the amount of IVT (∇·IVT) produced
in AR-days to the total amount of IVT (∇·IVT) in the whole winter [7,8,20]. Figure 6 only highlights
the intensity distribution of IVT for AR days and non-AR days. The quantitative contribution of IVT
(∇·IVT) in AR days to the total amount of IVT (∇·IVT) for different phases is still not clear. To answer
this question, we firstly calculate the accumulated amount of zonal component of IVT (denoted as
IVT-X) that was performed on AR days in phase n for the 43 AL oscillation events for every grid cell.
Secondly, the ratio of the accumulated amount of IVT-X performed on AR days to the total amount
of IVT-X for total days in phase n for every grid cell is obtained. Similar processes are done for the
meridional component of IVT (denoted as IVT-Y) and ∇· IVT.

The above ratios are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. It is observed that the accumulated amount of
IVT-X (IVT-Y) during AR days is important mostly within AR’s main body region in phase three,
which finishes 50–90% of the total amount of IVT-X (IVT-Y) for the total number of days in phase three
(Figure 7a). The region with a ratio larger than one in Figure 7c,d denotes the occurrence of the opposite
direction of an accumulated amount of IVT-Y between AR days and non-AR days. The accumulated
amount of IVT-Y in AR days is northward, while it is slightly southward in the non-AR days, and is
around the region of (160◦ E–160◦ W, 25◦ N–40◦ N) in phase three (Figure 7c). The poleward vapor
transport in phase seven (Figure 4g) is mostly done during AR days (Figure 7d). Figure 8 shows that
the moisture sink during AR days overwhelmingly dominates the pattern shown in Figure 4c,g.
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3.3. Precipitation Anomalies

Figure 9 depicts the composite fields of precipitation anomalies over northwestern North America
for AL’s eight phases. Over the coastal region of northwestern North America, a positive anomaly in
precipitation is seen in phases three and four. It gradually fades away in phase five, and shifts to a
negative one in phase seven. The cause of the above opposite pattern in precipitation between phases
three and seven can be attributed to the changes of moisture transport and AR frequency between
these two phases. Figure 10 plots differences between phases three and seven for moisture transport
and its convergence difference, as well as AR frequency. Compared to those in phase seven, more
moisture transports towards the coastal region north of 40◦ N, and a larger AR frequency occurs
over the northeastern North Pacific region in phase three. Thus, more moisture converges over the
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northwest coastal region, leading to more precipitation over the coastal region of northwestern North
America in phase 3.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Discussion

The present study demonstrates the changes of IVT and ARs accompanied by the intraseasonal
variation of AL. However, the cause of the intraseasonal variation of AL is still not clear. Previous
studies have shown that, as a dominant mode of tropical intraseasonal variability, the MJO has a remote
impact on the large-scale circulation over the pan-North Pacific region [28,31] and the landfalling
ARs over the west coast of North America [29]. In addition, in phase three, a negative anomaly
in precipitation is seen over southeast China and southern Japan (figure omitted), while a positive
one is observed over the coastal region of northwestern North America (Figure 9c). In phase seven,
an opposite pattern of positive precipitation over southeast China (figure omitted) and negative
one over the coastal region of northwestern North America appears (Figure 9g). Previous study
has suggested that the precipitation over southeast China is influenced by the MJO [32]. Therefore,
the issue about the relationship between the MJO and intraseasonal variations of AL and their climate
effects needs to be addressed in future study.

The results about ARs are sensitive to the AR criteria [20,25]. We also use integrated water vapor

(IWV, IWV = 1
g

Ps∫
Pt

qdp) to detect ARs according to Formula (2). Figure 11 plots the composite AR

frequency for phases three and seven by the IWV method. Comparatively, the IWV method produces
slightly more ARs than the IVT method, especially over the northwestern North Pacific region. We have
no geometry requirement (e.g., length and width) or threshold requirement for the IVT (IWV) by which
to judge the AR. Thus, slightly more AR may be detected in the present study.
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4.2. Conclusions

This study investigates the intraseasonal variation of AL, and the accompanied atmospheric
water vapor transport and ARs over the North Pacific during winters of 1979–2014. The daily data are
filtered using a 20 to 80-day band-pass filter to obtain the intraseasonal signal. The AL index regarding
the intraseasonal time scale is defined by the area average of the filtered MSLP anomaly over the
region of (160◦ E–140◦ W, 30–65◦ N) for the winters (December, January, and February) of 1979–2014
(36 × 90 = 3240 days in total). The above AL index has a peak period of 40 days. We identified 43 AL’s
intraseasonal oscillation events. Each event exhibits the AL’s intensity variation on an intraseaonal
time scale. We divided each event into eight phases. The AL gets its strongest in phase three and
weakest in phase seven.

During the AL’s intraseasonal life cycle, the IVT over the North Pacific region shows cyclonic
transports for all the phases. However, the magnitude and direction are different between AL’s
strengthening stage and its weakened stage. During the AL’s strengthening stage, the eastward water
vapor transport is seen to the west of 150◦ W between 25◦ N–40◦ N. Poleward transport is dominant
over the northeastern North Pacific region. During the AL’s weakening stage, the eastward transport
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is weakened and contracts to the west of the dateline. The poleward transport is only seen over the
center basin. During the AL’s intraseasonal life cycle, AR frequency also demonstrates intraseasonal
changes. AR frequency firstly increases then decreases over its climatological mean body region over
the North Pacific. In phase three, the AR frequency in its climatological main body region is about
40–60% (which is larger than the climatological value of 30%). In phase seven, it is only about 20%.
The IVT magnitude of the AR day group is markedly stronger than that of the non-AR day group for
both phases three and seven.

During the AL’s intraseasonal life cycle, the divergence field of IVT shows broad areas of moisture
sources within the subtropics and western North Pacific, and sinks over the northeastern North Pacific,
including the west coast of North America, and the center basin. We divided the total composition
into AR days and non-AR days for every phase. The results show that a moisture source over the
western North Pacific is formed during non-AR days, while the moisture sinks over the northeastern
North Pacific (the west coast of North America) in phase three and the center basin in phase seven
are fuelled during AR days. During the AL’s intraseasonal life cycle, the anomalies in precipitation
also display an intraseasonal fluctuation. In phase three, a positive precipitation is observed over the
coastal region of northwestern North America. In phase seven, an opposite pattern of negative one
over the coastal region of northwestern North America appears. It is suggested that the intraseasonal
variation of Aleutian Low can modulate precipitation anomalies over the west coast of North America
through moisture transport and AR frequency.
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